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January 8, 2017 
Matthew 2: 7-15 & 3: 13-17 
Let’s Mix Things Up (2017 Star Gift Selection) 
Rev. Lou Nyiri 
 
Prayer after Scripture 
Ever-loving God, may your word speak to us in this time…from the word of Scripture… from the 
One to whom that star pointed that first epiphany, the living Word, Jesus the Christ – the One 
to whom we look for guidance in this new year…to that end, may the words of my mouth and 
the words of all our hearts be found pleasing and acceptable to you, O God, for you are our 
rock & our redeemer.  Amen. 
 
Sermon 
New Year – New You! 
It’s a new book with 12 chapters – how will you write the story? 
You got 525,600 minutes – how will you spend each one? 
 
All different ways of looking at this unfolding 2017. 
 
For some of us, the new year feels vibrant and fresh. 
For some of us, the new year started in a profound way. 
For some of us, the new year started in the exact same way – the alarm clock goes off, we get 
up, we go about our daily routine. 
For some of us, the new year feels old and stale. 
 
For all of us, we’re in the same boat – and the boat’s name is today. 
We each have a today to live – every day is today – how we live it goes hand in hand with our 
choices and our focus. 
 
So, today, I’d like us to mix things up a bit – I’d like us to consider looking at the world in a new 
light – to consider what the world might look like if we believed in the promises of God’s grace 
and hope and light and love – if we allowed ourselves to dream God-inspired dreams. 
 
To do that, I’m going to ask you to do something random, something…perhaps a bit scary – 
something that’s going to help us see things in a new way – I’m going to ask us to move to a 
new seat… 
I’m serious, in a moment – even if it’s just sliding down the pew – I want us to take a new 
vantage point from which to view the world… 
 
So, take a breath (inhale…) …it’ll be okay…I read somewhere that out of dissonance growth 
occurs…so look at this as a growth exercise…also, rest assured I will not ask you to do this again 
during this sermon…okay, on the count of 3 move…1-2-3 move! 
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Now, for those of us, for whom that was particularly distressing, know that we have wonderful 
and well trained Stephen Ministers and Deacons in this church should you need to talk further. 
 
For right now though…look around this sanctuary from your new perch…what’s different?   
Is it the way the light hits the cross? 
Is it the way the sound comes at you now out of the speakers now? 
Is it the hymnal rack in front of you? 
Is it a new word that jumps out at you from the banners on the walls now that you view it from 
a different angle? 
What’s different?  What’s the same?  What’s only slightly different?   
 
What I like about what we just did is it helps us to see new things…or to see the same things in 
a new way. 
 
That happened with the magi, with Joseph, with the disciples and with Jesus in our Matthew 
texts this morning. 
 
The magi had one thing in mind and then they had that dream that taught them to go home by 
a different road because Herod had ill intent in his heart. 
Joseph dreamt Egypt was the place to go to protect his family. 
The disciples – along with John the Baptizer and anyone else along that river bank – they saw 
God’s Spirit descend like a dove and alight on Jesus and heard a voice from heaven say, “This is 
my Son, the Beloved, with whom I am well pleased.”   
 
And they saw their relationships in a new light. 
 
And while it’s mostly conjecture on our part to think about what Jesus might have been 
thinking in that moment…his life was different based on this encounter at his baptism, and I 
believe there is some validity to the thought that he took a closer examination at his life at his 
calling based on what Matthew reports happened next – namely, Jesus is led into the 
wilderness by the Spirit where he was tempted by the devil…where he came to terms with his 
life’s calling. 
 
In my mind, he was discerning what he would now do with this newfound recognition that 
came from above at his baptism – the Spirit descends and he hears the words – “this is my Son, 
the Beloved, with whom I am well pleased.” 
 
Now, the cool thing for me is that when I read this text I can’t help but think – the very same 
Spirit that was at work in Jesus’ life – the very same Spirit that brought forth form out of 
creation’s chaos – the very same Spirit that descended upon the disciples at Pentecost – is the 
very same Spirit that is at work in our lives…as 21st century disciples. 
 
When we want, or need to tap into a power that can create lasting change – what better to rely 
on then the Holy Spirit… 
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The power of God at work in this world…the one of whom the Apostle Paul says when we do 
not know what to speak it will speak for us in “sighs too deep for words” especially, when we 
do not know what to pray. 
 
Jesus did what we all need to do from time-to-time which is to take some time and ponder life’s 
meaning. 
 
What better time of year to do that than now at the beginning of a yet-to-be-written 2017? 
 
And, I believe we still have time, because in my mind the new year doesn’t really start until I 
stop writing the old year on checks and legal documents. 
 
So, what does 2017 hold in store for you? 
What does 2017 hold in store for me? 
What does 2017 hold in store for us as congregation? 
 
Do we keep on the road we’re on or do we make a mid-course correction? 
Do we keep doing what we’re doing because as the saying goes “it ain’t broke so why fix it?” 
Do we walk with trepidation into the new year because of what the last year brought our way? 
Do we walk with anticipation into the new year because the way we see it hope will not 
disappoint? 
 
Well, today is the day we continue our tradition of selecting star cards – a word that we take 
into the new year to ponder or perhaps pray over as the days unfold before us. 
And, part of that might mean losing the word in a book where we stuck the card to keep our 
place when life came in and side-tracked us only to find it again when we pick the book up after 
life has resumed a sense of normalcy. 
 
In preparation, I offer the same caution I do each year: 
This word is merely a word written in ink on a piece of yellow paper – there is nothing magical 
about this word – it’s not a miraculous word – this word is not gospel for your life in the sense 
that it needs to be adhered to without derivation, without discernment – although it could be 
gospel in the sense that it might be a bit of good news which you need to hear. 
 
Secondly, this word is not necessarily something you have to do – it isn’t meant to induce guilt 
by making us add one more thing to an already full plate – it might be liberating in that it 
reminds you of something you need to receive.  It may simply mean to sit in God’s presence 
with this word and contemplate this word until its message becomes clear. 
 
Finally, this word might not mean the same thing as the year unfolds.  Sometimes the word 
doesn’t even make sense until we’ve lived well into the New Year.  Sometimes we find that 
what we need to is lose the word – find the word – lose the word then find it again… The point 
is that these words are intended to provide a starting point for reflecting on faith and in so 
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doing these words will open us to seeing when and where we might encounter the living God in 
our day-to-day. 
 
The instructions for this morning: 
The basket will come down your row – send them down the whole row then to the row behind 
you – as the basket comes by simply reach in – NO PEEKING – grab a star card – you can shuffle 
around, if you want... 
 
Then consider the word to be a gift from God. 
This moment is about stopping long enough to receive something from God. 
 
Now…do you want to see your 2017 word? 
 
I invite the ushers to come forward. 
 
[play music during star gift selection] 
 
[close in prayer after star gifts are selected] 


